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Executive Board 2022–2023

Name Email Title

Abigail Sussman abigail.sussman@chicagobooth.edu President

Suzanne Shu sbs78@cornell.edu Past President

Joe Simmons jsimmo@wharton.upenn.edu President Elect

Oleg Urminsky oleg.urminsky@chicagobooth.edu Elected Member 2020-2023

Sudeep Bhatia bhatiasu@sas.upenn.edu Elected Member 2021-2024

Stephen Spiller stephen.spiller@anderson.ucla.edu Elected Member 2022-2025

Bud Fennema fennema@fsu.edu Secretary-Treasurer

David Hardisty david.hardisty@sauder.ubc.ca Webmaster

Jon Baron jonathanbaron7@gmail.com Journal Editor

Dan Goldstein dan@dangoldstein.com Newsletter Editor

Stephen Spiller stephen.spiller@anderson.ucla.edu Program Chair 2023

Tyler MacDonald tfm8@bu.edu Student Representative 2023
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Masthead

SJDM Newsletter Editor

Dan Goldstein

Microsoft Research

dan@dangoldstein.com

Secretary/Treasurer SJDM c/o Bud Fennema

College of Business, P.O. Box 3061110

Florida State University

Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110

Voice: (850)644-8231

fennema@fsu.edu

The SJDM Newsletter, published electronically four times a year, welcomes short submissions

and book reviews from individuals and groups. Essays should: have fewer than 400 words,

use inline citations and no reference list, not include a bio (a URL or email is acceptable).

Advertising Rates: Advertising can be submitted to the editor. Inclusion of the ad and the

space given to the ad is at the editor’s discretion. The current charge is $250 per page.

Contact the editor for details.

Address Corrections: Please keep your mailing and/or email address current. Address changes

or corrections should be sent to the Secretary/Treasurer.

Society membership: Requests for information concerning membership in the Society for

Judgment and Decision Making should be sent to the Secretary/Treasurer.
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Announcements

Jon Baron (jonathanbaron7 at gmail.com) writes:

The latest issue of the Society’s journal, Judgment and Decision Making, is available at

http://journal.sjdm.org

David Budescu (budescu at fordham.edu) writes:

Former SJDM President Elke U. Weber has won the 2023 Patrick Suppes Prize

https://www.amphilsoc.org/prizes/patrick-suppes-prize

Madeline Anderson (madeline at alliancefordecisioneducation.org) writes:

Opportunity to Participate in the inaugural Decision Education Research Collaborative

We are excited to announce a new opportunity with the Alliance for Decision Education

primarily for early to mid-career researchers interested in the inaugural Decision Education

Research Collaborative. The Collaborative aims to bring together an interdisciplinary group

of researchers to help advance the field of Decision Education by engaging in discussions

about research findings, sharing knowledge and resources, and generating new insights about

decision-making in childhood and adolescence.

Participants receive a $5,000 stipend and the opportunity to apply for small grants to fund

independent research projects and experiments in Decision Education. The deadline for

applications is August 11, 2023. You can find more details on the Alliance website
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Esther Kaufmann (esther.kaufmann at gmx.ch) writes:

The iScience group at the Department of Psychology, University of Konstanz, invites you to

take part in our 5th Summer School on Internet-based Data Collection and Analysis

The Summer School is a joint event with and following the 16th Meeting of the Methods and

Evaluation Division (FGME) of the German Psychological Society.

Date: September 13-15, 2023 @ University of Konstanz

Instructors: Michael Birnbaum; Ulf-Dietrich Reips; Yury Shevchenko

Topics: Basic and advanced concepts of Internet-based research; Experimental design; Meth-

ods and best practices; Online tools and standards; Visualization Apps for research; Theory

and model testing; Analysis of Internet data; Avoiding frequently made errors; Practical

applications; Social Media; Big Data; iScience; Mobile experience sampling; Open science

The Summer School begins with registration on Wednesday, 13th of September, from 12:30.

Cost: 90 Euro (Early bird), 100 Euro from August 1, includes lunches and catering during the

summer school (partial fee waiver for UNIKN Psychology students and FGME participants

available)

3 ECTS for those who participate in and pass the optional exam

Social Program in and around Lake Constance.

Apply until August 15 (for Early bird fee before August 1) by filling out this form

Please send any inquiries about the summer school to iscience.summerschool at uni-

konstanz.de

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-May/009591.html
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Eldad Yechiam (yeldad at technion.ac.il) writes:

The Journal of Economic Perspectives (Impact Factor = 3.0) has three new special issues

that are now open for submission till about end of December 2023.

Eldad Yechiam will edit a special issue on “Meta-analyses in Economic Psychology”. See

description below. The other special issues are “When Social Institutions Fail rather than

Foster Cooperation” and “Behavioral Consequences of Gender Difference”. See complete

details.

Meta-analyses in economic psychology. Meta-analysis are considered a conventional way

to reap the benefit of a population of scientific studies on a particular research question.

However, in Economic Psychology, meta-analyses are not very common (e.g., less than 1%

of JoEP’s publications in this century are meta-analyses). The goal of the present special

issue is to integrate some of the bustling themes in economic psychology in a meta-analytic

framework.

Not every topic is appropriate for a meta-analysis. We would like to publish meta-analyses

that focus on highly contradictory sets of findings in themes that are well researched, or

meta-analyses of “axioms” of economic psychology that are challenged by empirical findings.

We will also consider (and may publish 1-2) methodological papers that address modern

meta-analysis and its alternatives in light of some of the specific constraints in economic

psychology and behavioral economics; or constitute relevant tutorials that go beyond the

state of the art. For inquiries, please contact Eldad Yechiam at yeldad at ie.technion.ac.il.

Submission Deadline is December 25, 2023

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-May/009593.html

Sudeep Bhatia (bhatiasu at psych.upenn.edu) writes:

The deadline for submissions to the Decision special issue on “The Interface Between Ma-

chine Learning (ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Judgment and Decision Making (JDM)
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Research” has been extended to July 21 2023. The call for papers is below. We look forward

to your submissions.

ML and AI shape countless decisions that millions of people make every day. From which

dating partners to connect with, to repeated driving decisions, the impact of these technolo-

gies on human choice is substantial. Advances in ML and AI also have the potential to yield

ever more predictive and informative models of human behavior, leading to a new generation

of theory on judgment and decision making. In this special issue of Decision, we aim to better

understand the critical research questions and important future research directions that lie

at the interface between ML, AI, and judgment and decision making.

Guest Editors of the Special Issue:

Ido Erev, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology (erev at tx.technion.ac.il)

Sudeep Bhatia, University of Pennsylvania (bhatiasu at sas.upenn.edu)

Associate Editor, Clintin P. Davis-Stober, University of Missouri (stoberc at missouri.edu).

Submissions. We invite submissions related to all aspects of research that enjoin judgment

and decision making research with machine learning and/or artificial intelligence. We are

particularly interested in submissions that identify critical scientific questions that could help

shape future research. We prefer submissions that do not exceed 5000 words and especially

welcome shorter perspective pieces. Some general topics include, but are not restricted to:

advances in the AI and ML literature that could be used to improve judgment and decision-

making theory, research and applications; and judgment and decision-making research that

could be leveraged to improve the predictability and efficiency of ML algorithms.

In line with the interdisciplinary mission of the journal, we welcome submissions from decision

theorists, computer scientists, statisticians, economists, mathematicians, psychologists, and

other scientists that work in these areas.

Timetable: Submission deadline July 21, 2023. Expected publication date: Early issue of

2024 (Papers accepted for publication will be available online before the issue is published).

How to submit? Follow the instructions here.

Questions: David Budescu, Editor, budescu at fordham.edu;
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Decision is a multidisciplinary research journal, published by the American Psychological

Association (APA), focused on a theoretical understanding of neural, cognitive, social, and

economic aspects of human judgment and decision-making behavior. Decision publishes

articles on all areas related to judgment and decision-making research including probabilistic

inference, prediction, evaluation, choice, decisions under risk or uncertainty, and economic

games.

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-May/009597.html

Paul Slovic (slovicpaul at gmail.com) writes:

Daniel Ellsberg, a great American hero, died on June 16 at age 92. He is well known to the

decision-making community for his work on risk and ambiguity that became famous as the

Ellsberg Paradox. He is well known to the world for his role in copying and distributing The

Pentagon Papers, exposing the American government’s deceitful communications about the

Vietnam War, helping to bring this bloody conflict to an end. I met him at one of Ward

Edwards’ Bayesian Conferences in Ann Arbor, and he stayed in touch over these many years.

In recent years we had good conversations around the implications of psychic numbing for

enabling genocide and nuclear war. To his last days, he was attentive to current events and

passionate in his quest for making the world more peaceful and just. His long-time assistant

sent me this list of his early papers relating to decision making that I’d like to share with

you.

Early Papers by Daniel Ellsberg, 1954-1963

Decision Theory

1. Classic & Current Notions of Measurable Utility [link] The Economic Journal – London,

1954, Vol. LXIV, pp. 528-556
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2. Presidents as Perfect Detonators [link], one of the Lowell Lectures on The Art of Co-

ercion: A Study of Threats in Economic Conflict and War, Lowell Institute, Boston,

1959

3. Risk, Ambiguity, & the Savage Axioms [link] reprinted November 1961, The Quarterly

Journal of Economics, Vol. LXXV, 1961, pp. 644-661.

4. The Crude Analysis of Strategic Choices [link] condensed & published format, 12/15/60

5. The Political Uses of Madness [link] (Art of Coercion), one of the Lowell Lectures

on The Art of Coercion: A Study of Threats in Economic Conflict and War, Lowell

Institute, Boston, 1959

6. The Theory and Practice of Blackmail [link], one of the Lowell Lectures on The Art of

Coercion: A Study of Threats in Economic Conflict and War, Lowell Institute, Boston,

1959

7. Theory of the Reluctant Dualist [link] American Economic Review, Vol. XLVI, De-

cember 1956, pp. 909-923. Reprinted in Bargaining: Formal Theories of Negotiation,

ed. Oran R. Young, University of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1975.

8. Vagueness & Decision – A Rejoinder [link] pre-publication version, for Quarterly Jour-

nal of Economics, May 1963

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-June/009616.html

Esther Kaufmann (esther.kaufmann at gmx.ch) writes:

It’s that time of year again! We are now preparing the 2023 Brunswik Society Newsletter

which supplements this year’s online meeting planned for early December. We look forward

to your contributions to this year’s newsletter! A copy of the 2022 newsletter can be found

on the Society website: https://brunswiksociety.org/
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The Brunswik Society Newsletter offers researchers in the field the opportunity to present

and share their work with other members. As in previous years, the 2023 newsletter will have

an ISSN (2296-9926), meaning contributions will be included in international databases.

We welcome newsletter contributions about your research projects, conference experiences,

questions and interests of theoretical or empirical character, publications, job opportunities,

future congresses and conferences, seminars, workshops, and/or new literature related to

Egon Brunswik’s concepts and theory building (e.g., representative design, the lens model,

Brunswik symmetry). We greatly appreciate developments of Brunswik’s ideas, as well as

of the ideas of Kenneth R. Hammond (1917-2015). Contributions that pay tribute to his

enormous work for the Society are also welcome.

We look forward to contributions from students and junior researchers. It would be a pleasure

for us to inform the Brunswik Society about projects using Brunswikian methods and your

thoughts on Brunswikian theory.

Please submit your contribution (about 200 - max. 1000 words, 1 to 3 pages) by November

1, 2023, but you are encouraged to submit earlier. A contribution template is available

upon request to Esther Kaufmann. It is more appropriate to submit a readable summary

of a project and its results, than to send in a formal scientific report. Please send your

contribution along with the following information to Esther Kaufmann at esther.kaufmann

at gmx.ch: Title;Name of author(s); Institution(s); Country(ies); Email address of the first

author

Confirmation of the receipt of your contribution will be sent. Please feel free to contact us

at the above email address if you have any additional questions. Furthermore, please let us

know of any Brunswikian papers that might interest the group, so that we may invite the

authors to participate in the Society and the newsletter. We look forward to hearing from

you and thank you for your support.

For more information, see: https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-July/009630.html
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Jobs

Tenured Professorship Opening at TU Darmstadt in Computational Cognitive Science

We are looking for an outstanding scientist for a tenured (W3) full professorship at the TU

Center for Cognitive Science and the Hessian Center for Artificial Intelligence. The scientific

focus of the position is on the computational and algorithmic modeling of behavioral data

to understand the human mind. Exemplary research topics include, but are not limited to:

computational level models of perception, cognition, decision making, action, and learning

as well as extended behavior and social interactions in humans, algorithmic models that are

able to simulate, predict, and explain human behavior, model-driven behavioral research on

human cognition. More information about the opening can be found here

For more information, see: https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-July/009632.html

Postdoc in Psychology and AI, Cornell University

Valerie Reyna and David Broniatowski are looking for a postdoctoral fellow interested in

doing collaborative research at the intersection of psychology and artificial intelligence (AI)

as part of a new NSF grant on trustworthy AI. Please feel free to share this message. Apply

here. See publications and the lab site. Please describe your interests in this research in your

cover letter.

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-June/009618.html
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Postdoc Position in Climate Risk Management Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth

College

A full-time postdoc position is available at the Thayer School of Engineering at Dartmouth

College to join the Keller research group. The successful candidates will become part of a

transdisciplinary research group in the area of climate risk management. The research group

addresses two interrelated questions. First, how can we mechanistically understand past and

possible future changes in the Earth system? Second, how can we use this information to

design sustainable, scientifically sound, technologically feasible, economically efficient, and

ethically defensible risk management strategies? We analyze these questions through mission-

oriented basic research covering a wide range of disciplines such as engineering, decision

science, statistics, Earth sciences, economics, and philosophy.

The successful candidate will co-lead research to improve the characterization and under-

standing of (i) uncertainties and (ii) system dynamics related to climate risks. Examples of

the adopted research approaches are provided here and in this overview paper.

Current collaborative projects analyze, for example, the dynamics and impacts of deep de-

carbonization [link], coastal processes [link], multisector dynamics [link], and the design of

coastal flood risk management strategies [link]. The candidate will ideally have strong quanti-

tative backgrounds in relevant disciplines (e.g., applied math, operations research, statistics,

engineering, or Earth sciences) and interests in collaborating with neighboring disciplines.

The position provides unique opportunities for research, education, outreach, decision sup-

port, and professional development. The successful candidate will enjoy ample opportunities

to co-design their project portfolios and for transdisciplinary research collaborations. The

successful candidate will be mentored by a team of experts in relevant disciplines.

The position is available immediately. The initial appointment will be for a period of one

year, with an excellent possibility of renewal for one or more additional years. To apply,

please visit this link. For more information about the position, please contact Prof. Klaus

Keller (klaus.keller at dartmouth.edu). Review of applications will begin immediately, and
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the position will remain open until filled. The salary will be competitive, commensurate with

experience, and will comply with Dartmouth College guidelines. Successful completion of a

background check is required prior to employment.

Dartmouth College is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer with a strong com-

mitment to diversity and inclusion. We prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color,

religion, sex, age, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, disabil-

ity, veteran status, marital status, or any other legally protected status. Applications by

members of all underrepresented groups are encouraged.

For more information, see: https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-July/009625.html

Professor / Associate Professor Position in Behavioural Science at Stirling Management

School

This is a position at the Behavioural Science Centre. Priority will be given to excellent

researchers who: have published research on sustainability behaviours / downstream conse-

quences of change in the natural environment / climate change policies etc., and can teach

economics or the sort of quants-based / causal-inference / experimental design topics that

will make you a desirable colleague in an economics division (which is where this post is

formally housed).

The successful candidate will also have the opportunity to work with the Scottish Gradu-

ate Program in Economics (St Andrews, Glasgow, Strathclyde, Heriot Watt, Dundee and

Edinburgh universities are all within an hour’s drive of Stirling).

The full job listing is here. Closing date is July 30th. Please direction inquiries to

david.comerford at stir.ac.uk

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-June/009620.html
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Associate/Full Professor of Organizational Studies, University of Michigan

The Interdisciplinary Program in Organizational Studies at the University of Michigan solic-

its applications for a tenured (associate or full) professor with a micro-organizational focus to

begin August 26, 2024. Organizational Studies is a small (approximately 100 majors), highly

selective undergraduate program in the arts and sciences. While psychologists are particu-

larly welcome, we seek applications from a wide range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary

backgrounds in the social sciences and professional fields. Candidates must demonstrate ex-

cellence in research related to organizational theory and behavior, broadly defined, and be

able to teach within our Organizations and Individuals cluster.

The application deadline is September 15, 2023.

Applications should include a cover letter, CV, research statement, up to three writing sam-

ples, teaching statement, and diversity statement. The Program is especially interested in

candidates who have demonstrated commitment, through their research, teaching, and/or

service, to building a diverse and equitable academic community. We will contact you in the

event that we require references or other materials.

Please follow this link to our website where you will be able to access the application.

For questions, email Orgstudies.Faculty.Search at umich.edu

Offers for this appointment are contingent on successful completion of a background screening.

The University of Michigan is supportive of the needs of dual career couples and is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and members of minority groups

are encouraged to apply.

For more information, see: https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-July/009628.html

Cognitive Data Scientist at Kairos Research

Kairos Research is a young and dynamic company based in Dayton, OH, conducting research

at the intersection of human and machine cognition. We currently have an opening for
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a full-time Cognitive Data Scientist to help execute and grow our expanding portfolio of

government-sponsored research in the human sciences. The Cognitive Data Scientist will play

a major role in supporting our human performance data modeling and data analytics efforts

with the Air Force Research Laboratory, as well as other projects that involve extracting

insights from a wide variety of physiological and cognitive datasets (ranging from wearable

sensors data to cognitive and behavioral performance data).

The ideal candidate is a highly creative, self-motivated individual who possesses a deep un-

derstanding of leading-edge techniques in data science, statistical modeling, and/or machine

learning. The candidate should also possess a strong publication record and a willingness

and ability to seek independent research funding. Additionally, because Kairos is a small

company with a highly collaborative work culture, we especially seek candidates who are

outgoing and enjoy interacting with their colleagues and with our government sponsors.

Other recent Kairos projects span topics such as explainable AI, trust in automation, human-

robot interaction, the cognitive science of intelligence analysis, and the identification and

tracking of influence narratives on social media. In addition to the Air Force, our current

and past sponsors include organizations such as DARPA, IARPA, the Office of Naval Re-

search, the Army SBIR Program, the National Institutes of Health, and Special Operations

Command. [Note that prior experience working on projects funded by the Department of

Defense (DoD) and/or related to national security is a strong plus but is not required for

this position.]

NOTE: This is a great opportunity for an academic research scientist who is seeking a career

change but who wants to continue pursuing original research!

JOB LOCATION: Dayton, OH

REQUIRED: 1. US citizenship or green card. 2. PhD in Cognitive Science, Computer Sci-

ence, Engineering, Psychology, Neuroscience, Social-Behavioral Sciences, Human Factors, or

related discipline (the specific field of study is less important than the candidate’s experi-

ence and skills). 3. Experience with advanced regression techniques, including hierarchical

models, nonlinear models, multivariate (i.e., multiple outcomes) models, mixture models,

and ensemble models—all in the context of a variety of outcome types (e.g., binary choices,
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Likert ratings, response times, etc.). 4. 3+ years research experience (includes postdoc-

toral research). 5. Excellent written and oral presentation skills. 6. A highly collaborative

mindset.

PREFERRED: 1. Familiarity and experience with methods for analyzing noisy, high-

dimensional data, including various dimensionality reduction methods (PCA, t-SNE, etc.).

2. Familiarity with contemporary machine learning techniques, including deep neural

networks, especially as applied to natural language processing. 3. Experience leading and/or

contributing substantially to successful research proposals (need not be defense-related;

could include NSF, NIH, etc.).

CONTACT: Interested candidates should email their CV/resume to Dr. Josh Fiechter (josh

at kairosresearch.com) and techadmin at kairosresearch.com

For more information, see: https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-July/009631.html

Tenure Track Positions in Marketing, Indian School of Business

The Indian School of Business (ISB) invites applications for full-time tenure-track faculty

positions (Assistant, Associate, and Full Professor) in all areas of Marketing (consumer be-

havior, marketing strategy, quantitative and analytical modeling) for appointments in the

2024-2025 academic year.

Applicants must have a Ph.D. from a reputed institution, have excellent research and teaching

skills, demonstrate the ability to produce scholarly work at the highest level, and show

the capability to become outstanding teachers. Applicants for senior appointments should

have published extensively in top-tier refereed journals and have a proven track record of

successfully mentoring junior faculty. As an institution aspiring to be counted among the

top 10 in the world, ISB offers a unique opportunity for its senior faculty members to exert

considerable influence over the culture and ethos of the school.

ISB has a tenure system similar to the top schools in the United States and is an equal

opportunity employer. The compensation and teaching loads are competitive (typically,
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faculty complete their teaching requirements in 5-10 weeks). The research support includes

excellent infrastructure, research funding, and research assistance that are comparable to the

best business schools in the United States and Europe.

The Indian School of Business is a not-for-profit, independent, research-driven, global busi-

ness school with two campuses in Hyderabad and Mohali, India. A collaborative effort of

eminent business leaders, entrepreneurs, and academicians from around the world laid the

foundation for the school. In 2001, the school launched its one-year Post Graduate Pro-

gramme in Management (PGP), equivalent to the 2-year MBA program offered by premier

business schools in India. This year, the 23rd Class has commenced from April 2023. ISB is

one of the youngest schools to consistently be ranked among the top business schools globally

by the Financial Times Global MBA rankings since 2008.

ISB has a unique portfolio faculty model which accommodates a mix of accomplished resident

faculty who have graduated from the best universities, primarily in the USA, Europe, Sin-

gapore, and India, and have published in leading academic journals in their respective fields,

and visiting faculty from our associate schools, namely Wharton School of the University of

Pennsylvania, Kellogg School of Management, London Business School, MIT Sloan School of

Management, and The Fletcher School as well as other leading business schools. The senior

faculty members from our associate schools are designated as Area Leaders. They play a

crucial role in academic programs and research at ISB. In consultation with the resident

faculty, they actively engage in formulating the curriculum, attracting the best faculty to the

school, mentoring junior faculty, and providing direction to research in the relevant subject

areas. The school also provides a vibrant research environment that attracts, supports, and

benefits from the visiting scholars it hosts every year. The marketing department at ISB

consists of 11 tenured and tenure-track faculty

Applying to ISB Interested candidates are requested to send their CV, job market paper and

other working papers, three reference letters, and other supporting documents in electronic

form only, to:

Professor Poornima Vinoo: marketing_recruiting at isb.edumailto:marketing_recruiting at

isb.edu with a copy to Poornima_Vinoo at isb.edumailto:Poornima_Vinoo at isb.edu
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The Indian School of Business values diversity among its faculty and is committed to building

a diverse intellectual community. We particularly encourage applications from candidates

who help us reach the school’s diversity, equity, and inclusion goals.

Deadline: 20 July, 2023

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-June/009622.html
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Conferences

University of Cambridge Disinformation Summit

Cambridge is hosting a disinformation summit in July (27-28). Aside from plenty of fascinat-

ing academic talks, we have various industry actors coming (Google, Bell Labs, etc), Francis

Haugen is giving the dinner keynote, national media (e.g., NPR), as well as hollywood actors

(e.g., Keanu Reeves’ co-star Alex Winter will do a private screening of his new film “The

YouTube Effect”). It’s looking to be a real interdisciplinary conference.

If anyone is interested in joining us, the registration and info is here.

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-May/009596.html

Asia-Pacific Association for Consumer Research (AP-ACR) 2024 Conference

We are thrilled to announce the upcoming Asia-Pacific Association for Consumer Research

(AP-ACR) 2024 Conference, which will take place on the enchanting island of Bali, In-

donesia! Join us at the exquisite Grand Hyatt Bali from July 8th to July 11th, 2024, for

an unforgettable experience that will broaden your marketing horizons and foster valuable

connections.

With the theme “New Horizons: Trends, Challenges, and Opportunities,” AP-ACR 2024 aims

to bring together industry experts and academics from around the world. The conference

will provide a platform for sharing ideas, discussing cutting-edge research, and exploring the

latest methodological and theoretical trends in consumer research.
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AP-ACR 2024 is co-chaired by Thomas Allard (Singapore Management University), Daiane

Scaraboto (University of Melbourne), and Shane Wang (Virginia Tech).

Key Conference Details:

Date: July 8-11, 2024

Venue: Grand Hyatt Bali, Indonesia

Conference Website: www.apacr2024.com

Why Attend AP-ACR 2024?

1. Diverse Perspectives: Gain unique insights and perspectives that will inspire and chal-

lenge your thinking.

2. Expert Presentations: Experience a thought-provoking lineup of keynote speakers,

panel discussions, and research presentations.

3. Networking Opportunities: Forge valuable connections with consumer research scholars

and Ph.D. students from Asia-Pacific and beyond.

4. Cultural Exploration: Bali, known as the “Island of the Gods,” offers a picturesque

setting with a rich cultural heritage. Take advantage of your time outside the conference

to explore Bali’s stunning beaches, immerse yourself in its vibrant arts scene, and enjoy

its delectable cuisine.

Registration:

Abstract submissions will open on September 4th, 2023. Keep an eye on our conference

website

http://www.apacr2024.com

for more information on registration fees, deadlines, and additional details about the confer-

ence program.

Call for Papers: Asia-Pacific Association for Consumer Research 2024 invites consumer re-

searchers to submit their work for consideration. New this year, we welcome Quantitative

and Strategy work relevant to consumer research along with Consumer Culture Theory and
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Consumer Behavior work. A detailed call for papers will be announced soon on the con-

ference website. Make sure to mark your calendars and spread the word among your peers

and colleagues. We welcome you to the Asia-Pacific ACR 2024 Conference in beautiful Bali,

Indonesia.

For any inquiries or additional information, please do not hesitate to contact the conference

organizing committee at apacr at jtproductionmanagement.com

For more infomation, see:

https://sjdm.org/pipermail/jdm-society/2023-May/009598.html
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Online Resources

Resource Link

SJDM Web site www.sjdm.org

Judgment and Decision Making – The SJDM

journal, entirely free and online

journal.sjdm.org

SJDM Newsletter – Current and archive

copies of this newsletter

SJDM newsletters

SJDM mailing list – List archives and

information on joining and leaving the email

list

SJDM mailing list

Decision Science News – Some of the content

of this newsletter is released early in blog

form here

www.decisionsciencenews.com
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